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A theoretical analysis is performed of Penning-trap experiments testing CPT and Lorentz symmetry through
measurements of anomalous magnetic moments and charge-to-mass ratios. Possible CPT and Lorentz viola-
tions arising from spontaneous symmetry breaking at a fundamental level are treated in the context of a general
extension of the SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! standard model and its restriction to quantum electrodynamics. We
describe signals that might appear in principle, introduce suitable figures of merit, and estimate CPT and
Lorentz bounds attainable in present and future Penning-trap experiments. Experiments measuring anomaly
frequencies are found to provide the sharpest tests of CPT symmetry. Bounds are attainable of approximately
10220 in the electron-positron case and of 10223 for a suggested experiment with protons and antiprotons.
Searches for diurnal frequency variations in these experiments could also limit certain types of Lorentz
violation to the level of 10218 in the electron-positron system and others at the level of 10221 in the proton-
antiproton system. In contrast, measurements comparing cyclotron frequencies are sensitive within the present
theoretical framework to different kinds of Lorentz violation that preserve CPT . Constraints could be obtained
on one figure of merit in the electron-positron system at the level of 10216, on another in the proton-antiproton
system at 10224, and on a third at 10225 using comparisons of H2 ions with antiprotons.
@S0556-2821~98!04207-6#
PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.20.Fv, 14.20.Dh, 14.60.CdI. INTRODUCTION
Invariance under the combined discrete symmetry CPT is
a fundamental symmetry of the SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! stan-
dard model and of quantum electrodynamics. The CPT theo-
rem @1# predicts that various quantities such as masses, life-
times, charge-to-mass ratios, and gyromagnetic ratios are
equal for particles and antiparticles. Typically, experimental
tests of CPT are comparative measurements of one or more
of these quantities for a particular particle and antiparticle
@2#.
Several high-precision tests of this type have been per-
formed in experiments confining single particles or antipar-
ticles in a Penning trap for indefinite times. A comparison of
the electron and positron gyromagnetic ratios can be ob-
tained from measurements of their cyclotron and anomaly
frequencies @3,4#, producing the bound
rg[u~g22g1!/gavu&2310212, ~1!
where g2 and g1 denote the electron and positron g factors,
respectively. Similarly, measurements of the proton and an-
tiproton cyclotron frequencies allow a comparison of their
charge-to-mass ratios @5#. The result can be presented as the
bound
rq/m
p [u@~qp /mp!2~qp¯ /mp¯!#/~q/m !avu&1.531029. ~2!
Analogous experiments performed with electrons and posi-
trons @6# yield the bound
rq/m
e [u@~qe2 /me2!2~qe1 /me1!#/~q/m !avu&1.331027.
~3!570556-2821/98/57~7!/3932~12!/$15.00It has recently been shown that the conventional figure of
merit rg of Eq. ~1! can provide a misleading measure of
CPT violation in g22 experiments @7#. In the context of a
general theoretical framework that describes possible CPT-
and Lorentz-violating effects in an extension of the
SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! standard model and in quantum elec-
trodynamics @8#, the predicted value of rg is zero whether or
not CPT is violated. However, an alternative figure of merit
that is sensitive to CPT violation does exist, and it could be
bounded to 1 part in 1020 with existing technology @7#.
In the present work, we generalize this analysis to a larger
class of experiments on charged fermions confined within a
Penning trap, including comparative measurements of
anomaly and cyclotron frequencies in the electron-positron,
proton-antiproton, and H2-antiproton systems. Since the
dominant interactions are electromagnetic, we consider the
pure-fermion sector of a CPT- and Lorentz-violating exten-
sion of quantum electrodynamics @8# emerging as a limit of
the general standard-model extension. This broadens the
scope relative to that of Ref. @7#, since it also includes terms
breaking Lorentz symmetry but preserving CPT .
Our primary goal is to determine the sensitivity of the
Penning-trap experiments to possible CPT- and Lorentz-
violating effects in the extension of quantum electrodynam-
ics. We investigate the suitability of the conventional figures
of merit as measures of CPT violation. Where necessary,
more appropriate figures of merit and corresponding experi-
ments are suggested. Estimates are also made of the magni-
tude of bounds accessible to experiments with existing tech-
nology.
Section II introduces various topics necessary for the
analysis, including descriptions of the relevant CPT- and3932 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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treatment in Penning-trap experiments, and the possible sig-
nals they might engender. Section III considers experiments
with electrons and positrons and contains three subsections:
one describing theoretical issues, one discussing experiments
on anomalous magnetic moments, and one treating experi-
ments on charge-to-mass ratios. Section IV is concerned with
protons and antiprotons and has a similar structure, but in-
cludes a fourth subsection treating experiments with hydro-
gen ions. We summarize in Sec. V.
II. BASICS
A. Theoretical framework
The framework for the extension of the
SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! standard model and quantum electrody-
namics originates from the idea of spontaneous CPT and
Lorentz breaking in a more fundamental model such as string
theory @9,10#. It lies within the context of conventional quan-
tum field theory and appears to preserve various desirable
features of the standard model such as gauge invariance,
power-counting renormalizability, and microcausality. Pos-
sible violations of CPT and Lorentz symmetry are param-
etrized by quantities that can be bounded by experiments,
including interferometric tests with neutral mesons @9,11,12#
as well as the g22 comparisons mentioned above. There are
also implications for baryogenesis @13#.
Within this framework, the modified Dirac equation
obeyed by a four-component spinor field c describing a par-
ticle with charge q and mass m is given by
S igmDm2m2amgm2bmg5gm2 12 Hmnsmn1icmngmDn
1idmng5gmDnDc50. ~4!
Here, iDm[i]m2qAm , with Am being the electromagnetic
potential. The quantities am , bm , Hmn , cmn , dmn are real
and act as effective coupling constants, with Hmn antisym-
metric and cmn , dmn traceless. Some properties of these
quantities are discussed in Ref. @8#. For our present purposes,
it suffices to note that the transformation properties of c
imply that the terms involving am , bm break CPT while
those involving Hmn , cmn , dmn preserve it, and that Lorentz
invariance is broken by all five terms.
Since no CPT or Lorentz breaking has been observed to
date, the quantities am , bm , Hmn , cmn , dmn must all be
small. Within the framework of spontaneous CPT and Lor-
entz breaking arising from a more fundamental model, a
natural suppression scale for these quantities is the ratio of a
light scale ml to a scale of order of the Planck mass M . For
example, this could range from ml /M.5310223 for
ml'me to ml /M.3310217 for ml.250 GeV, the latter
being roughly the electroweak scale. Since in natural units
with \5c51 the quantities am , bm , Hmn have dimensions
of mass while cmn , dmn are dimensionless, it is plausible that
am , bm , Hmn might be of order mlm/M , while cmn , dmn
might be of order ml /M .B. Application to the Penning trap
The effects of the small quantities am , bm , Hmn , cmn ,
dmn can be determined within a perturbative framework in
relativistic quantum mechanics, with Am chosen as an appro-
priate background potential. The first step is therefore to ex-
tract a suitable quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian from Eq.
~4!.
The appearance of time-derivative couplings in Eq. ~4!
means that the standard procedure fails to produce a Hermit-
ian quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian operator generating
time translations on the wave function. This technical diffi-
culty can be overcome in several ways. The simplest method
is to perform a field redefinition at the Lagrangian level,
chosen to eliminate the additional time derivatives. In this
case, we find that the appropriate redefinition is
c[S 12 12 cm0g0gm2 12 dm0g0g5gmDx . ~5!
Rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of the new field x cannot
affect the physics. However, the quantum-mechanical Dirac
wave function corresponding to x does have conventional
time evolution. The physics associated with the original
time-derivative couplings is reflected instead in additional
interactions in the rewritten Dirac Hamiltonian, appearing as
a consequence of the redefinition ~5!.
We denote the Dirac wave function corresponding to the
field x by xq, where q[e2 for a trapped electron and q[p
for a trapped proton. The corresponding quantum-
mechanical Dirac Hamiltonian is denoted Hˆ q. The rewritten
Dirac equation then takes the form
i]0xq5Hˆ qxq. ~6!
This equation remains invariant under gauge transformations
involving xq and Am .
Loop effects arising at the level of the quantum field
theory imply that the true quantum-mechanical Dirac Hamil-
tonian is the sum of Hˆ q and other terms that could be con-
structed in an effective-action approach. In the present work,
we are interested in leading-order effects in the CPT- and
Lorentz-violating quantities am , bm , Hmn , cmn , dmn . We
therefore work in the context of an effective quantum-
mechanical Hamiltonian Hˆ eff
q that by definition incorporates
all-orders quantum corrections in the fine-structure constant
induced from the quantum field theory but that keeps only
first-order terms in CPT- and Lorentz-breaking quantities.
For perturbative calculations, we then write
Hˆ eff
q 5Hˆ 0
q1Hˆ pert
q
, ~7!
where Hˆ 0
q is a conventional Dirac Hamiltonian representing a
charged particle in a Penning trap in the absence of CPT-
and Lorentz-violating perturbations but including quantum
corrections such as an anomaly term. The perturbative
Hamiltonian Hˆ pert
q and its analogue Hˆ pert
q¯ for the antiparticle
are both linear in the CPT- and Lorentz-breaking quantities
am , bm , Hmn , cmn , dmn .
In a Penning trap, a strong magnetic field along the axis of
the trap provides the primary radial confinement while axial
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presence of the electric field induces a shift in the physical
cyclotron frequency relative to its value vc in the pure mag-
netic field, but an invariance relation @4# permits the value of
vc to be deduced directly from measurements of the physical
cyclotron, axial, and magnetron frequencies in the trap. The
measurements are complicated in practice by various experi-
mental issues @14#. These include the disentanglement of in-
duced couplings between the axial and cyclotron motions,
the elimination of cyclotron-frequency shifts due to reso-
nances with cavity modes inside the trap, and the treatment
of temporal drifts in the trapping fields. Various techniques
have been developed for controlling the latter, with accura-
cies of parts per 109 attained in frequency measurements
@3,15#.
For the experiments of interest here, the dominant contri-
butions to the energy spectrum arise from the interaction of
the particle or antiparticle with the constant magnetic field of
the trap. Except for certain situations discussed in Sec. III A
below, the quadrupole electric and other fields generate
smaller effects. In a perturbative calculation, the dominant
corrections due to CPT- and Lorentz-violating effects can
therefore be obtained by taking Am as the potential for a
constant magnetic field only. Since the signals of interest are
energy-level shifts rather than transition probabilities, this
means it suffices to use relativistic Landau-level wave func-
tions as the unperturbed basis set and to calculate within
first-order perturbation theory in Hˆ pert
q or Hˆ pert
q¯
. However, the
unperturbed energy levels must be taken as the relativistic
Landau levels shifted by an anomaly term and other quantum
corrections.
As usual, the spin-up and spin-down states form two lad-
ders of levels. The anomalous magnetic moment of the
trapped particle breaks the degeneracy of the excited states.
The energy-level ladder pairs for particles and antiparticles
are similar, except that spin labels are reversed. Let the level
number be labeled by n50,1,2,3, . . . and the spin by s561.
We denote the relativistic Landau-level wave functions for
the particle and antiparticle by xn ,s
q and xn ,s
q¯
, respectively.
The corresponding energy levels, including the anomaly shift
and all conventional perturbative effects, are denoted En ,s
q
and En ,s
q¯
. Corrections to these energy levels due to CPT and
Lorentz breaking are denoted by dEn ,s
q and dEn ,s
q¯ and are
well approximated by
dEn ,s
q 5E xn ,sq† Hˆ pertq xn ,sq d3r , dEn ,sq¯ 5E xn ,sq¯† Hˆ pertq¯ xn ,sq¯ d3r .
~8!
In what follows, the exact physical energies incorporating all
perturbative corrections are denoted E n ,sq and E n ,sq¯ . For cal-
culational definiteness in the subsequent sections, we orient
the instantaneous coordinate system so that the magnetic
field BW 5Bzˆ lies along the positive z axis, and we choose the
gauge Am5(0,2yB ,0,0).
To lowest order in the fine-structure constant, we find that
the perturbative Hamiltonian Hˆ pert
q for a particle isHˆ pert
q 5amg
0gm2bmg5g0gm2c00mg02i~c0 j1c j0!D j
1i~c00D j2c jkDk!g0g j2d j0mg5g j
1i~d0 j1d j0!D jg51i~d00D j2d jkDk!g0g5g j
1
1
2 Hmng
0smn. ~9!
For the antiparticle, the Dirac wave function xq¯ and
Hamiltonian Hˆ q¯ can be found via charge conjugation. Ex-
perimental procedures for replacing particles with antipar-
ticles in Penning traps typically reverse the electric field but
leave unchanged the magnetic field described by Am . We
therefore choose the same potential Am in the Dirac Hamil-
tonians for the particle and antiparticle. The resulting pertur-
bative Hamiltonian Hˆ pert
q¯ for an antiparticle is
Hˆ pert
q¯ 52amg
0gm2bmg5g0gm2c00mg02i~c0 j1c j0!D j
1i~c00D j2c jkDk!g0g j1d j0mg5g j
2i~d0 j1d j0!D jg52i~d00D j2d jkDk!g0g5g j
2
1
2 Hmng
0smn. ~10!
Here, the covariant derivative is given as
iDm5i]m2(2q)Am , as is appropriate for an antiparticle of
charge 2q .
In the above discussion, the electromagnetic potential Am
is treated as the usual classical background field solving the
conventional Maxwell equations. In principle, effects beyond
those considered here might arise from possible CPT- and
Lorentz-breaking modifications of the Maxwell equations
@8#. A plausible argument indicates that any changes directly
involving the potential Am would be irrelevant in the situa-
tions considered here and that the source for the extended
classical theory would still be the classical current density, in
which case a uniform magnetic field can be produced by
conventional experimental techniques and the results we ob-
tain below are unaffected. In any event, a detailed treatment
of these issues lies outside the scope of the present work.
C. Experimental signatures
In high-precision comparative tests using nonrelativistic
particles or antiparticles confined in a Penning trap, the rel-
evant experimental observables are frequencies. The effects
requiring theoretical investigation are therefore possible
energy-level shifts, which can be obtained in perturbation
theory using Eq. ~8!. This subsection contains some general
comments on features to be expected and corresponding ex-
perimental signatures.
In the present context, the perturbative corrections to a
given energy level could in principle depend on several vari-
ables, including the quantum numbers of the state, the
strength of the applied field, and its orientation. Indeed, all of
these appear in the calculational results presented below.
A given energy level lies in one of four stacks of levels,
according to whether the state describes a particle or antipar-
ticle and whether it has spin up or spin down. Comparative
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involve either states from different stacks or states from a
given stack. For instance, one possible effect involving dif-
ferent stacks is a relative energy shift between particle states
of one spin and antiparticle states of the opposite spin. The
CPT theorem predicts that this difference should vanish, as-
suming the trap magnetic field is the same for the particle
and antiparticle cases. A possible effect involving states
within a given stack is an energy shift that varies with spatial
orientation. This would conventionally be excluded by the
rotational component of Lorentz symmetry.
The various types of CPT- and Lorentz-violating effects
might in principle produce several kinds of observable signal
in Penning-trap experiments. For example, comparative mea-
surements of anomaly frequencies could reveal the presence
of energy-level shifts that differ between particles and anti-
particles. Another possibility associated with level shifts de-
pending on spatial orientation is the occurrence of cyclic
time variations in either the cyclotron or anomaly frequen-
cies. The point is that for a given experiment the magnetic
field of the Penning trap establishes a spatial orientation and
hence defines an instantaneous coordinate system. This co-
ordinate system rotates as the Earth does, and so certain non-
vanishing components of the quantities am , bm , Hmn , cmn ,
dmn could have values that appear to vary diurnally with a
definite period determined by the associated multipolarity.
Note that observing an effect would require the absence of
corresponding diurnal variations of the magnetic field, which
might conceivably arise from diurnal variations of the source
in the effective classical Maxwell equations. We disregard
this possibility in what follows. Note also that the magnitude
of any signal would be affected by various geometrical fac-
tors, including the latitude at which the experiment is per-
formed and a projection of the observable onto the equatorial
plane of the Earth. For the order-of-magnitude estimates of
bounds obtained in the sections that follow, we treat these
factors as being of order one.
Since experiments measure frequencies rather than energy
levels, observable signals can only arise from differential
energy-level shifts, i.e., shifts producing changes in spacings
between pairs of levels. Furthermore, experiments involving
comparisons of frequencies between two systems are sensi-
tive only to double-differential level shifts, i.e., level shifts
that produce different frequency shifts for each system. The
requirement of differential or double-differential level shifts
for the generation of observable signals means that any given
Penning-trap experiment is expected to be sensitive to only a
subset of the possible CPT- and Lorentz-breaking effects
described by Eq. ~4!. This is confirmed by explicit calcula-
tion, as is shown in the following sections. In particular,
since the conventional figures of merit rg , rq/m
p
, rq/m
e dis-
cussed in the Introduction are defined directly as compara-
tive measures of fundamental quantities, it is unclear a priori
whether they are sensitive to any CPT- and Lorentz-
breaking effects and hence whether they are appropriate
measures of invariance. This question is also addressed in
the following sections.
As an important example illustrating the issue of CPT
sensitivity, consider experiments involving comparative
measurements of cyclotron frequencies of a particle and an-
tiparticle. In the absence of a definite theoretical framework,it might be expected a priori that these could reveal
CPT-violating energy-level shifts. As described above, a
CPT-breaking signal would require double-differential level
shifts. However, there is a further constraint: in the ideal-
ized comparative experiment the particle and antiparticle
anomaly and cyclotron frequencies are related not only by
CPT but also by CT , which means that their comparison is
sensitive only to CPT-violating effects that also break CT .
In the context of the present theoretical framework, the
only terms in Eq. ~4! breaking both CPT and CT are those
involving the quantities a0 and bW . It has previously been
shown @8,7# that corrections involving am can be reinter-
preted via a redefinition of the zeros of energy and momen-
tum, E!E2a0 and pW!pW 2aW , in the dispersion relation for
En ,s
q (pW ). Since all energy-level spacings and hence the
anomaly and cyclotron frequencies remain unaffected, these
four-momentum shifts have no measurable effects even
though the particle and antiparticle shifts are of opposite
sign. All observable quantities in Penning-trap experiments
are therefore independent of am . To show this explicitly, am
is kept in the calculations that follow.
These results imply that leading-order comparisons of
particle and antiparticle anomaly and cyclotron frequencies
can at most depend on bW . However, the leading-order effect
of a nonzero bW is to shift by a constant the energy of all states
with one spin relative to those with the other @8,7#. This
means that at leading order a nonzero bW is expected to
modify anomaly-frequency comparisons but leaves unaf-
fected cyclotron-frequency comparisons. In particular, it fol-
lows that comparisons of particle and antiparticle cyclotron
frequencies are insensitive to all leading-order
CPT-violating effects within the present theoretical frame-
work.
Using a related argument, comparative Penning-trap ex-
periments searching for Lorentz-violating but
CPT-preserving effects can be shown to be sensitive only to
effects that also preserve CT and that couple differentially to
the spin. In the present framework, the corresponding param-
eters are H jk , d0 j , and d j0 . Furthermore, a field redefinition
can be found that at first order in the Lorentz-breaking pa-
rameters allows H jk to be absorbed into the antisymmetric
component of d j0 @8#. Physical effects in the present case
must therefore involve only a particular linear combination
of H jk and d j0 . All the above results for comparative experi-
ments are confirmed by the calculations that follow.
Another interesting issue is the relative sensitivity to pos-
sible CPT and Lorentz violation of Penning-trap versus vari-
ous other experiments. Addressing this would require a de-
tailed study of the latter in the context of the present
theoretical framework and lies well outside the scope of the
present work. We note, however, that the analyses in Refs.
@7,8,11# and the following sections show that certain com-
parative Penning-trap measurements produce CPT bounds
similar in precision to those from experiments on neutral-
meson oscillations, widely regarded as the best available
CPT limits @2#. The analysis in the present work also sug-
gests that the Penning-trap sensitivity to possible Lorentz
violation is likely to compare favorably with many tests of
special relativity. A few such tests, including experiments of
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cumstances to provide exceptionally sensitive measures of
certain kinds of Lorentz violation, although care is required
with interpretation of the results within specific models @17#.
With some theoretical assumptions, these experiments might
place correspondingly stringent bounds on the parameters of
interest here. This issue is being investigated in a separate
work.
III. ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS
In this section, we consider some tests of CPT and Lor-
entz violation involving comparative experiments with single
electrons or positrons confined in a Penning trap. The treat-
ment is separated into three subsections, one describing cal-
culations of energy-level and frequency shifts, one for ex-
periments on anomalous magnetic moments, and one for
experiments on charge-to-mass ratios.A. Theory
The Dirac Hamiltonian Hˆ e
2 describing the electron is
identified with Hˆ q of Eq. ~6!, while for positrons Hˆ e1[Hˆ q¯.
The energy levels without CPT- and Lorentz-violating per-
turbations are denoted En ,s
e2 and En ,s
e1
. The corresponding
electron cyclotron and anomaly frequencies are defined as
vc5E1,21
e2 2E0,21
e2
, va5E0,11
e2 2E1,21
e2
. ~11!
By the CPT theorem, they have the same values as those of
the positron.
To distinguish the quantities parametrizing CPT and Lor-
entz breaking for electrons and positrons from those for other
particles introduced below, we add superscripts: am
e
, bm
e
,
Hmn
e
, cmn
e
, dmn
e
. The dominant energy-level corrections that
are first order in these quantities can be calculated using Eq.
~8!. For electrons, we finddEn ,61
e2 5a0
e1a3
e
pz
En ,61
e2
7b3
eS 12 ~2n1161 !ueBuEn ,61e2 ~En ,61e2 1me!D 7b0e pzEn ,61e2 2c00e En ,61e2 2~c03e 1c30e !pz2~c11e 1c22e ! ~2n1161 !ueBu2En ,61e2
2c33
e
pz
2
En ,61
e2
6d00
e pz6d30
e meS 12 pz2En ,61e2 ~En ,61e2 1me!D 6~d03e 1d30e ! pz
2
En ,61
e2
6~d11
e 1d22
e !pz
~2n1161 !ueBu
2En ,61
e2 ~En ,61
e2 1me!
6d33
e pzS 12 ~2n1161 !ueBuEn ,61e2 ~En ,61e2 1me!D 6H12e S 12 pz
2
En ,61
e2 ~En ,61
e2 1me!
D . ~12!Here, pz[p3 is the third component of the momentum. The
corresponding result for positrons, dEn ,61
e1
, has the same
structure as for the electron but with the substitutions am
e
!2ame , dmne !2dmne , Hmne !2Hmne , En ,61e
2 !En ,61e
1
, and
(2n1161)!(2n1171).
In Eq. ~12!, corrections proportional to the magnetic field
B are suppressed because the typical fields of B.5 T gener-
ate only a small ratio ueBu/me
2.1029. Also, axial confine-
ment in the Penning-trap context is implemented by an elec-
tric field, which means the Landau momentum pz appearing
in Eq. ~12! physically corresponds to an effective momentum
for the axial motion. The axial frequency is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the cyclotron frequency, and so in
the analysis it is tempting to neglect terms involving powers
of the ratio pz /En ,61
e2
. If the electric field is explicitly incor-
porated, the linear terms in pz are replaced with expectation
values involving the axial momentum. These would vanish
for stable trapping and hence can indeed be safely ignored.
However, in experimental situations the cooling process can
equipartition the axial and cyclotron energies, producing
large axial quantum numbers, so that expectation values of
terms quadratic in the axial momentum can be comparable in
magnitude to the cyclotron frequency and therefore cannot
be disregarded a priori. Despite this, as is explicitly evident
in the calculation that follows, terms of this type give no
leading-order contribution to experimental observables.
Using Eq. ~12!, we find that the leading-order energy cor-
rections are given bydEn ,61
e2 'a0
e7b3
e2c00
e me6d30
e me6H12
e
2
1
2 ~c00
e 1c11
e 1c22
e !~2n1161 !vc
2S 12 c00e 1c33e 7d03e 7d30e D pz
2
me
~13!
for the electron, and by
dEn ,61
e1 '2a0
e7b3
e2c00
e me7d30
e me7H12
e
2
1
2 ~c00
e 1c11
e 1c22
e !~2n1171 !vc
2S 12 c00e 1c33e 6d03e 6d30e D pz
2
me
~14!
for the positron. Keeping only resulting leading-order shifts
in the cyclotron and anomaly frequencies arising from CPT
and Lorentz breaking, we find
vc
e2'vc
e1'~12c00
e 2c11
e 2c22
e !vc , ~15!
va
e7'va72b3
e12d30
e me12H12
e
. ~16!
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quencies given in Eq. ~11!, while vc
e7 and va
e7 represent the
frequencies including the corrections.
As mentioned in Sec. II C, any cyclotron-frequency shifts
must of necessity involve double-differential effects, which
means they depend on the quantum number n and hence on
the cyclotron frequency itself. The corrections in Eq. ~15! are
therefore the leading ones in the CPT- and Lorentz-breaking
quantities, in the magnetic field, and in the fine-structure
constant. Similarly, Eq. ~16! includes all dominant terms. For
example, the contributions to the anomaly frequencies from
Eqs. ~13! and ~14! that vary as pz
2/me are suppressed relative
to the ones displayed and hence have been omitted.
The above derivation allows for possible relativistic ef-
fects and quantum corrections but treats the Penning-trap
electric field only indirectly. However, the same result would
be obtained from a more complete calculation. One approach
would be to treat the electric field and the associated axial
and magnetron motions via a Foldy-Wouthuysen diagonal-
ization of the full relativistic Hamiltonian. Restricting for
simplicity our attention to effects depending on bm
e
, for ex-
ample, we find that the contribution to the fourth-order
Foldy-Wouthuysen Hamiltonian is
Hbe9952
b0
e
me
pW ~g0SW !2 b0
e
2me
3 ~pW
21ueuBW SW !~pW g0SW !
1bW eSW 1 ueu
2me
3 EW ~bW e3pW !g02 ueu2me2 bW
eS BW 2 12 iBW 3SW D
2
1
2me
2 @~bW eSW !pW 22~pW SW !~bW epW !# . ~17!
Here, pW 5pW 2qAW and SW 5I ^ sW , where I is the 232 unit
matrix.
The Hamiltonian Hbe99 involves an operator momentum pW
instead of the constant linear momentum pz . Expectation
values of the unperturbed wave functions determine the en-
ergy shifts. Inspection shows that neglecting the electric-field
contributions is justified and confirms the suppression of the
magnetic-field and other relativistic corrections compared
with the term bW eSW , which generates the contribution 72b3e
in Eq. ~16!.
The form of Hbe99 means that terms linear in b0
e generate
no contributions to the energy correction dEn ,61
e2
, and so
experiments can be sensitive at best to (b0e)2. In fact, this
result holds to all orders in the Foldy-Wouthuysen diagonal-
ization, as follows. The full Hamiltonian Hˆ eff
e2 is invariant
under conventional parity transformations together with a
change in sign of b0
e
. The coefficient of the linear term in b0
e
in the diagonalized Hamiltonian must therefore be odd under
parity. Since parity is a symmetry of the CPT- and Lorentz-
invariant Hamiltonian Hˆ 0
e2
, the corresponding wave func-
tions must be eigenstates of parity, and hence the expectation
values of terms linear in b0
e must vanish. Note in particularthat there are no corrections to the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment at first order in bm
e
, since the only term dependent on
the combination BW SW is proportional to b0e and produces no
contribution to dEn ,61
e2
.
The expressions obtained from a complete Foldy-
Wouthuysen treatment would depend on cyclotron, axial,
and magnetron quantum numbers. The present work focuses
on potentially observable shifts in the cyclotron and anomaly
frequencies, as derived in Eqs. ~15! and ~16!. However, we
note that possible future precision experiments on axial or
magnetron frequencies might in principle also produce new
tests of CPT and Lorentz symmetry.
B. Anomalous magnetic moments
High-precision comparisons of the anomalous magnetic
moments of electrons and positrons @3# currently provide the
most stringent bounds on CPT violation in lepton systems.
These Penning-trap experiments measure cyclotron and
anomaly frequencies to a precision of better than 1 part in
108. Combining the measurements gives the g22 factors,
which are of order 1023, and produces the bound on the
conventional figure of merit rg given in Eq. ~1!.
The effects on g22 measurements of possible CPT and
Lorentz violations can be obtained from the results in the
previous subsection. Using Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, we find the
electron-positron differences for the cyclotron and anomaly
frequencies to be
Dvc
e[vc
e22vc
e1'0, Dva
e[va
e22va
e1'24b3
e
.
~18!
The dominant signal for CPT breaking in Penning-trap g22
experiments is therefore a difference between the electron
and positron anomaly frequencies. No leading-order contri-
butions appear from terms that preserve CPT but break Lor-
entz invariance.
Since the g factors of the electron and positron are unaf-
fected by the CPT violation to this order, the theoretical
value of rg in Eq. ~1! is zero whether or not CPT is broken.
Instead, a model-independent figure of merit providing a
well-defined measure of CPT violation in the weak-field,
zero-momentum limit can be introduced as @7#
rva
e [
uE n ,se
2
2E n ,2se
1
u
En ,se
2 . ~19!
Within the present framework for CPT violation, it can be
shown that
rva
e 'uDva
e u/2me'u2b3
e u/me . ~20!
Note that since the frequency difference Dva
e depends only
on the projection of bW e along Bˆ while the direction of Bˆ can
be changed, bounds on different spatial components of bW e are
possible in principle. With the cyclotron frequency as a mag-
netometer, experiments using existing techniques could place
an estimated bound on this figure of merit @7#:
rva
e &10220. ~21!
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possible experimental signals, involving a diurnal variation
of anomaly-frequency measurements. In particular, the en-
ergy corrections dEn ,61
e2 and dEn ,61
e1 could change as the
Earth rotates, producing variations in vc
e7 and va
e7 in Eqs.
~15! and ~16!. However, g22 experiments typically deter-
mine the ratio 2va
e7/vc
e7 rather than obtaining absolute mea-
surements of va
e7
. This avoids problems with drifting mag-
netic fields. Using the cyclotron frequency for controlling
and monitoring such drifts in a search for diurnal variations
is problematic in principle since it too could contain signal
time variations, as might other possible monitoring devices.
Nonetheless, even under circumstances where sizable
field drifts cannot be excluded, a relatively stringent bound
on Lorentz violation can be obtained. Consider the average
(vae
2
1va
e1)/2 of the electron and positron anomaly frequen-
cies. Using Eq. ~16! with equal magnetic fields, we find
1
2 ~va
e21va
e1!'va12d30
e me12H12
e
. ~22!
Suppose field-drift effects, including systematic effects such
as diurnal temperature changes, cannot be excluded, and as-
sume no significant Lorentz violation is detected. Then, as
electrons and positrons are alternately loaded in the Penning
trap during the course of the experiment, we conservatively
estimate that the time variation of the measured value of the
anomaly-frequency average would be confined at least to
within a 1 kHz band centered on the mean value. This cor-
responds to a maximal field drift limited to 5 parts in 106 for
the typical superconducting solenoids used.
As before, a suitable model-independent figure of merit
can be introduced theoretically in terms of differences be-
tween exact energy levels. Define
Dva
e [
uE 0,11e
2
2E 1,21e
2
u
2E 0,21e
2 1
uE 0,21e
1
2E 1,11e
1
u
2E 0,11e
1 . ~23!
If diurnal variations arise due to Lorentz-violating effects,
then Dva
e would display a periodic time dependence. The
appropriate figure of merit would be the ~dimensionless! am-
plitude of this oscillation, which we denote rva ,diurnal
e
. In the
context of the present framework, we find using Eqs. ~22!
and ~23! that this figure of merit depends on a combination
of Lorentz-violating quantities,
rva ,diurnal
e 'ud30
e me1H12
e u/me , ~24!
expressed in the comoving laboratory frame on the Earth.
The restriction to a 1 kHz band mentioned above then yields
an estimated bound of
rva ,diurnal
e &10218. ~25!
With magnetic fields stable to 1 part in 109, a 1000-fold
improvement in this bound would be plausible.C. Charge-to-mass ratios
Experiments measuring cyclotron frequencies also pro-
vide high-precision comparisons of isolated electrons and
positrons confined in a Penning trap. These measurements
are conventionally interpreted as determining charge-to-mass
ratios. The associated conventional figure of merit, given in
Eq. ~3!, is related to experimentally measured quantities by
rq/m
e 5uDvc
e/vc
e2u, where Dvc
e is the electron-positron
cyclotron-frequency difference.
The present theoretical framework for treating CPT and
Lorentz violation can be used to examine possible effects on
the electron and positron cyclotron frequencies. These ac-
quire corrections given in Eq. ~15!. An immediate result is
that to leading order the frequencies vc
e7 are independent of
CPT-violating quantities. Since the electron and positron cy-
clotron frequencies can remain unchanged even in the pres-
ence of CPT violation, it would be misleading to regard
comparisons of these frequencies as appropriate measures of
CPT breaking. In particular, this applies to the figure of
merit rq/m
e in Eq. ~3!, which is controlled by the frequency
difference Dvc
e
.
The leading-order cyclotron-frequency shifts in Eq. ~15!
do display a dependence on the Lorentz-breaking but
CPT-preserving quantity cmn
e
. However, the instantaneous
equality of the electron and positron cyclotron frequencies
means that it would also be misleading to regard their differ-
ence as an appropriate signal for Lorentz violation.
Another possibility is to search for diurnal variations in
either vc
e2 or vc
e1
, which might arise from the dependence
of these frequencies on the combination of spatial compo-
nents uc11
e 1c22
e u of cmn
e appearing in Eq. ~15!. Note that the
component c00
e cannot be bounded by such measurements,
since it remains unchanged as the orientation of the magnetic
field changes. Together with the trace condition cemm50,
this implies that a bound on the combination uc11
e 1c22
e u can
also constrain uc33
e u.
For possible diurnal variations of the electron cyclotron
frequency, an appropriate model-independent theoretical fig-
ure of merit can be introduced as follows. Define for the
electron
Dvc
e2[
uE 1,21e
2
2E 0,21e
2
u
E 0,21e
2 . ~26!
An analogous definition could be introduced for the positron
case. Diurnal variations due to Lorentz violations would ap-
pear as periodic fluctuations in Dvc
e2
. We take their amplitude
as a suitable figure of merit, rvc ,diurnal
e
. In the context of the
present framework, we find
rvc ,diurnal
e 'uc11
e 1c22
e uvc /me , ~27!
again in the comoving Earth frame. This figure of merit de-
pends on the magnetic field through vc , which is appropri-
ate because the associated types of level shift are explicitly
dependent on vc , as can be seen from Eq. ~13!. As the
applied field is increased, the level shifts grow.
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bound on rvc ,diurnal
e
. During the 10-h period in which data
were taken, the cyclotron frequencies varied by approxi-
mately 5 parts in 107. Attributing the whole of this to a
hypothetical diurnal variation in vc
e2 arising from the contri-
bution uc11
e 1c22
e uvc produces an estimated upper bound
rvc ,diurnal
e &10216. ~28!
More recent techniques for stabilizing the magnetic field
might sharpen this bound by two orders of magnitude. The
bound could also be improved by monitoring the cyclotron
frequencies over a longer time scale, together with a search
for signals with a diurnally related period.
IV. PROTONS AND ANTIPROTONS
In this section, we investigate some tests of CPT and
Lorentz symmetry using comparative Penning-trap experi-
ments with protons and antiprotons. The discussion is di-
vided into four subsections. The first treats some issues for
the underlying theory, while the second and third consider
experiments on anomalous magnetic moments and charge-
to-mass ratios, respectively. The fourth subsection examines
comparative experiments with hydrogen ions and antipro-
tons.
A. Theory
At the level of the SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! standard model,
protons and antiprotons are composite particles formed as
bound states of quarks and antiquarks, respectively. Possible
CPT- and Lorentz-violating effects in the extension of the
model appear as perturbations involving the basic fields @8#.
For example, a distinct set of parameters am , bm , Hmn , cmn ,
dmn is assigned to each quark flavor, and suitable combina-
tions of these determine the CPT- and Lorentz-violating fea-
tures of the proton.
For our present investigation involving electromagnetic
interactions of protons and antiprotons in a Penning trap, it
suffices to work instead within the usual effective theory in
which the protons and antiprotons are regarded as basic ob-
jects described by a four-component Dirac quantum field
with dynamics governed by a minimally coupled Lagrang-
ian. We therefore introduce effective parameters am
p
, bm
p
,
Hmn
p
, cmn
p
, dmn
p controlling possible CPT- and Lorentz-
breaking effects for the proton, and we take the Lagrangian
to be the standard one for proton-antiproton quantum elec-
trodynamics but extended to include possible small CPT-
and Lorentz-violating terms. The corresponding Dirac equa-
tion has the form of Eq. ~4!. The analysis of this model is
analogous to the treatment presented in Sec. II.
We identify the Dirac Hamiltonian Hˆ p for the proton with
Hˆ q given in Eq. ~6!, with perturbative terms as in Eq. ~9!
except for superscripts p on all CPT- and Lorentz-violating
parameters and the replacement m!mp for the proton mass.
Similarly, for the antiproton we identify Hˆ p¯[Hˆ q¯. The wave
functions for perturbative calculations are well approximated
as relativistic Landau eigenfunctions for protons and antipro-
tons. We denote the associated energies, including anomalyterms and other quantum effects but excluding CPT- and
Lorentz-breaking shifts, by En ,s
p and En ,s
p¯
. The correspond-
ing proton cyclotron and anomaly frequencies are defined as
vc5E1,11
p 2E0,11
p
, va5E0,21
p 2E1,11
p
. ~29!
The CPT theorem implies that they have the same values as
those of the antiproton.
Proceeding as in Sec. III A, we can calculate perturbative
energy corrections that are first order in CPT- and Lorentz-
breaking parameters. Contributions proportional to the mag-
netic field are now suppressed by a factor of order 10216.
Terms involving the axial or magnetron motions are treated
as before. Keeping only leading-order perturbations, we find
that the corrections to the proton energies are
dEn ,61
p 'a0
p7b3
p2c00
p mp6d30
p mp6H12
p
2
1
2 ~c00
p 1c11
p 1c22
p !~2n1171 !vc
2S 12 c00p 1c33p 7d03p 7d30p D pz
2
mp
. ~30!
The energy shifts dEn ,61
p¯ for the antiproton can be obtained
by the substitutions am
p!2amp , dmnp !2dmnp , Hmnp
!2Hmnp , En ,61p !En ,61p¯ , and (2n1171)!(2n1161).
These results produce corrected cyclotron and anomaly fre-
quencies. At leading order in the CPT- and Lorentz-
breaking quantities, in the electromagnetic fields, and in the
fine-structure constant, the modified frequencies are given by
vc
p5vc
p¯'~12c00
p 2c11
p 2c22
p !vc , ~31!
va
p'va12b3
p22d30
p mp22H12
p
,
va
p¯'va22b3
p22d30
p mp22H12
p
. ~32!
Here, vc and va are the unperturbed frequencies of Eq. ~29!.
Note that much of the discussion associated with the theoret-
ical derivation in Sec. III A applies here. Note also that the
ratio of proton and electron cyclotron frequencies is about
1023, whereas the proton and electron anomaly frequencies
are roughly comparable in magnitude because the corre-
sponding g22 values differ by a factor of about 103.
B. Anomalous magnetic moments
Currently, the best measurements of the antiproton mag-
netic moment are accurate to only about 3 parts in 103 and
are extracted from experiments with exotic atoms @18#. In
principle, precision measurements of the anomalous mag-
netic moments of protons and antiprotons could be obtained
in Penning traps, in analogy with the electron-positron ex-
periments discussed in Sec. III B, provided sufficient cooling
to temperatures below 4 K can be achieved.
A comparison of the experimental ratios 2va
p/vc
p and
2va
p¯/vc
p¯ would then provide a stringent test of CPT and
Lorentz violation. No such experiments have been performed
to date, although the possibility has received some attention
in the literature @19,20#.
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gate the sensitivity of possible future g22 experiments to
CPT and Lorentz violations. To leading order, we find that
the proton-antiproton differences for the cyclotron and
anomaly frequencies are
Dvc
p[vc
p2vc
p¯50, Dva
p[va
p2va
p¯54b3
p
. ~33!
Just as in the electron-positron case, the leading-order signal
for CPT breaking is thus an anomaly-frequency difference.
The corresponding figure of merit providing a well-defined
measure of CPT violation is
rva
p [
uEn ,sp 2En ,2sp¯ u
En ,sp
, ~34!
where the weak-field, zero-momentum limit is understood.
Within the present theoretical framework, we find
rva
p 'uDva
pu/2mp'u2b3
pu/mp . ~35!
Assuming an experiment could be made sensitive enough
to measure va
p and va
p¯ with a precision similar to that of
electron g22 experiments, we can estimate the bound on
rva
p that would be attainable. For example, supposing in anal-
ogy with the electron-positron experiments that a frequency
accuracy of about 2 Hz can be attained in the measurements
of va
p
,va
p¯ and equality of vc
p
,vc
p¯ is observed to 1 part in 108,
a bound of ub3
pu&10215 eV becomes possible. This corre-
sponds to an estimated bound on the figure of merit of
rva
p &10223. ~36!
It is evident that this experiment has the potential to provide
a particularly stringent CPT bound in a baryon system.
Just as for the electron-positron case in Sec. III B, experi-
ments of this type could also bound diurnal variations in the
average anomaly frequency. An appropriate theoretical fig-
ure of merit in this case can be introduced in terms of the
quantity
Dva
p [
uE0,21p 2E1,11p u
2E0,11p
1
uE0,11p¯ 2E1,21p¯ u
2E0,21p¯
. ~37!
The figure of merit is the amplitude rva ,diurnal
p of diurnal
variations observed in Dva
p
. In the present framework, these
depend on Lorentz-violating but CPT-preserving terms, and
we find
rva ,diurnal
p 'ud30
p mp1H12
p u/mp , ~38!
in the comoving Earth frame. Assuming observations confine
diurnal variations of the anomaly-frequency average to
within a 1 kHz band as before, we obtain an estimated bound
on the figure of merit of
rva ,diurnal
p &10221. ~39!C. Charge-to-mass ratios
Experiments confining single protons and antiprotons in
an open-access Penning trap provide high-precision compari-
sons of their cyclotron frequencies @5#, yielding the limit
uDvc
pu/vc
p&1029. The corresponding conventional figure of
merit rq/m
p and its current bound are given in Eq. ~2!.
Within the present theoretical framework, Eq. ~30! dem-
onstrates that the CPT- and Lorentz-violating terms intro-
duce nonzero energy-level shifts, even in the weak-field
zero-momentum limit. The perturbations of the cyclotron
frequencies are given in Eq. ~33!. To leading order, the pro-
ton and antiproton cyclotron frequencies are independent of
CPT-violating quantities, just as for the electron-positron
case discussed in Sec. III C. As the cyclotron frequencies are
unaffected even if CPT is broken, a comparison of these
frequencies would represent a misleading measure of CPT
violation. For example, the figure of merit rq/m
p in Eq. ~2!,
which is proportional to the frequency difference Dvc
p
, may
vanish even though the model contains explicit CPT viola-
tion.
The Lorentz-breaking but CPT-preserving parameters in-
duce identical shifts in the proton and antiproton cyclotron
frequencies. In analogy with the electron-positron case, this
indicates that the frequency difference Dvc
p would be an
inappropriate measure of Lorentz violation.
Another possibility is the occurrence of diurnal variations
in the cyclotron frequencies, which could be induced by the
Earth’s rotation during the course of an experiment. Such
variations would arise in the present context from the depen-
dence of the cyclotron frequencies on the components
uc11
p 1c22
p u of cmn
p
. As discussed for the electron-positron
case in Sec. III C, the unobservability of the component c00
p
means that a bound on uc11
p 1c22
p u can also constrain uc33
p u.
A suitable theoretical figure of merit can be introduced in
analogy with the electron-positron case. Define for the pro-
ton
Dvc
p [
uE1,21p 2E0,21p u
E0,21p
. ~40!
The figure of merit is the amplitude rvc ,diurnal
p of periodic
fluctuations in Dvc
p
. In the comoving Earth frame, we find
rvc ,diurnal
p 'uc11
p 1c22
p uvc /mp . ~41!
As for the corresponding electron-positron case, the appear-
ance of vc implies that the value of this figure of merit
depends on the magnetic field. This is appropriate, since the
associated level shifts in Eq. ~30! also explicitly depend on
vc .
A crude estimated upper bound on rvc ,diurnal
p can be ob-
tained from the data in Ref. @5#, which represent alternate
measurements of proton and antiproton cyclotron frequen-
cies over a 12-h period. The slow drifts in these frequencies
are confined to a band of approximate width 2 Hz. This
suggests an upper bound on a possible diurnal variation in
rvc ,diurnal
p arising from the contribution proportional to
uc11
p 1c22
p u, given by
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p &10224. ~42!
Note that diurnal fluctuations in the antiproton cyclotron fre-
quency could be treated similarly.
The bound ~42! is better than the corresponding one for
electrons and positrons given in Eq. ~28!. It might be sharp-
ened through detailed analysis of the experimental data, per-
haps including a fit for diurnal variations and compensation
for known correlations with temperature fluctuations in the
experimental hall.
D. Experiments with hydrogen ions
When protons and antiprotons are interchanged in the
Penning-trap experiments of Ref. @5#, the associated reversal
of the electric field can lead to offset potentials affecting
differently the proton and antiproton cyclotron frequencies.
In an ingenious recent experiment @21#, Gabrielse and co-
workers have addressed this issue by comparing antiproton
cyclotron frequencies with those of an H2 ion instead of a
proton. The equality of the charges means that the same trap
and fields can be used, and the experiment also allows rela-
tively rapid interchanges between hydrogen ions and antipro-
tons. The expected theoretical value of the difference
Dvc
H2[vc
H22vc
p¯ can be obtained in the context of conven-
tional quantum theory using established precision measure-
ments of the electron mass and the H2 binding energy. Com-
parison of this theoretical value with the experimental result
for Dvc
H2 is expected to provide a symmetry test with a
precision of about 1 part in 1010.
Understanding the implications of this experiment within
the present theoretical framework requires a description of
the electromagnetic interactions of the hydrogen ion in a
Penning trap in the presence of possible CPT and Lorentz
violation. A hydrogen ion can be regarded as a charged com-
posite fermion, and so its electromagnetic interactions can be
discussed within an effective spinor electrodynamics produc-
ing a Dirac equation of the form ~4! for a fermion of mass
mH2. The corresponding effective CPT- and Lorentz-
breaking parameters are denoted am
H2
,bm
H2
,Hmn
H2
,cmn
H2
,dmn
H2
.
The theoretical treatment then proceeds as in Sec. II.
For a hydrogen ion in a Penning trap, we obtain the
leading-order energy shifts from CPT and Lorentz breaking
following the method in Secs. III A and IV A. We find
dEn ,61
H2 'a0
H27b3
H22c00
H2mH26d30
H2mH26H12
H2
2
1
2 ~c00
H21c11
H21c22
H2!~2n1161 !vc
H2
2~c00
H22c33
H27d03
H27d30
H2!
pz
2
mH2
. ~43!
The H2 cyclotron frequency is therefore shifted from its
value vc
H2 in the absence of Lorentz violation to a perturbed
value vc ,pert
H2 given by
vc ,pert
H2 '~12c00
H22c11
H22c22
H2!vc
H2
. ~44!Much of the discussion in Secs. III A and IV A concerning
the corresponding theoretical derivations also applies here.
The above result can be used to obtain limits on Lorentz-
violating quantities for hydrogen ions and protons. Denote as
before the difference between the cyclotron frequencies of
the hydrogen ion and the antiproton by Dvc
H2
. Then, the
component Dvc , th
H2 of Dvc
H2 that is determined theoretically
to arise purely from CPT- and Lorentz-violating effects can
be obtained from Eqs. ~31! and ~44!. We find
Dvc , th
H2'~c00
p 1c11
p 1c22
p !vc2~c00
H21c11
H21c22
H2!vc
H2
.
~45!
As before, vc is the proton-antiproton cyclotron frequency in
the absence of CPT or Lorentz perturbations.
The definition of a model-independent figure of merit pro-
ceeds in analogy with the treatments in preceding sections.
We introduce the quantity
Dvc
H2[
uE1,21H
2
2E0,21H
2
u
2E0,21H
2 2
uE1,21p¯ 2E0,21p¯ u
2E0,21p¯
. ~46!
As defined, Dvc
H2 is nonzero even if CPT and Lorentz sym-
metry is preserved. To obtain a measure that vanishes in the
exact symmetry limit, we remove from the hydrogen-ion
terms in Dvc
H2 the conventional contributions arising from the
differences between the H2 ion and a proton: the masses of
the two electrons and the binding energy. The result is a
suitable figure of merit for Lorentz violation, denoted by
rvc
H2
. The calculations leading to Eq. ~45! imply that within
the present framework
rvc
H2'uDvc , th
H2u/mp . ~47!
It is plausible that a precision of about 1 part in 1010 could
be attained in measurements of the ratio uDvc
H2u/vc
H2
. Sup-
pose the observed value agrees with conventional theory to
within a certain accuracy. Then, this accuracy must be larger
than the predicted shift ratio uDvc , th
H2u/vc
H2
. We thus obtain
an estimated bound of
rvc
H2&10225 ~48!
that might be attained in this class of experiment.
The above results involve a combination of the Lorentz-
violating quantities for hydrogen ions and protons. However,
all the effective CPT- and Lorentz-breaking parameters for a
hydrogen ion are determined by appropriate combinations of
the corresponding parameters for its constituents. Lowest-
order perturbation theory can be used to find approximations
to these relationships. The wave function of the hydrogen ion
can be treated as a product of a proton wave function and a
two-electron wave function, and the corresponding net CPT-
and Lorentz-breaking energy shifts induced for the hydrogen
ion can be estimated, neglecting nonperturbative issues in-
volving binding effects.
In this approximation, we find
3942 57ROBERT BLUHM, V. ALAN KOSTELECKY´ , AND NEIL RUSSELLTABLE I. Estimated CPT- and Lorentz-violating bounds for electron-positron, proton-antiproton, and H2-antiproton experiments. The
first two columns specify the type of experiment. The third column lists figures of merit, while the fourth gives the corresponding bounds
estimated from current or future experiments. The fifth column shows which of the quantities in Eq. ~4! enter the constraint. Entries in the
final column are the numbers for the equations in the text where the bound is presented.
Experiment Figure of merit Estimated bound Parameters Equation
e2e1 va comparison rva
e 10220 b j
e ~21!
diurnal va variation rva ,diurnal
e 10218 d j0e , H jke ~25!
diurnal vc variation rvc ,diurnal
e 10216 c j j
e ~28!
pp¯ va comparison rva
p 10223 b j
p ~36!
diurnal va variation rva ,diurnal
p 10221 d j0p , H jkp ~39!
diurnal vc variation rvc ,diurnal
p 10224 c j j
p ~42!
H2p¯ vc comparison rvc
H2 10225 cmm
H2
, cmm
p ~48!cmm
H2'cmm
p 1~cmm
e 2cmm
p !
2me
mp
, ~49!
where no sum is implied on repeated indices. Substitution of
this result into Eq. ~45! gives
Dvc , th
H2'~c00
p 1c11
p 1c22
p !~vc2vc
H2!
2
2me
mp
~c00
e 1c11
e 1c22
e 2c00
p 2c11
p 2c22
p !vc
H2
. ~50!
This result implies that the bound in Eq. ~48! constrains a
combination of Lorentz-violating but CPT-preserving quan-
tities, including c00
e and c00
p
. The latter would be inaccessible
through the other experiments considered in the present
work. Moreover, this experiment does not require searching
for diurnal variations in the cyclotron frequency, which
means potential systematics associated with diurnal field
drifts are eliminated.
We remark in passing that in principle anomaly-frequency
comparisons of H2 and antiprotons could also be envisaged.
Leaving aside experimental issues, the theoretical motivation
for such experiments seems somewhat lacking. One point is
that perturbative calculation indicates bm
H2'bm
p
, and so
bounds that might be obtained in this way would also be
accessible in the experiments mentioned in Sec. III B.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have used a general theoretical frame-
work based on an extension of the standard model and quan-
tum electrodynamics to establish and investigate possible
signals of CPT and Lorentz breaking in certain Penning-trap
experiments. We have focused on leading-order limits aris-ing from high-precision measurements of anomaly and cy-
clotron frequencies. Table I summarizes our results.
Our estimated bounds from experiments with the
electron-positron system are given in Eqs. ~21!, ~25!, and
~28!. Bounds from the proton-antiproton system are in Eqs.
~36!, ~39!, and ~42!, while a bound from the H2-antiproton
system is given in Eq. ~48!.
Sharp tests of CPT symmetry emerge from g22 experi-
ments. We have introduced appropriate figures of merit with
attainable bounds of approximately 10220 using current
methods in the electron-positron case and of 10223 for a
plausible experiment with protons and antiprotons. Other ex-
perimental signals originating from CPT-preserving Lorentz
violations could occur, involving possible diurnal variations
in frequency measurements. These could produce bounds at
the level of 10218 in the electron-positron system and 10221
in the proton-antiproton system.
In contrast, comparative measurements of cyclotron fre-
quencies for particles and antiparticles are insensitive to
leading-order effects from CPT breaking within the present
framework. However, diurnal variations of cyclotron fre-
quencies and comparative measurements of cyclotron fre-
quencies for hydrogen ions and antiprotons are affected by
different CPT-preserving Lorentz-violating quantities.
These experiments could generate bounds on various dimen-
sionless figures of merit at the level of 10216 in the electron-
positron system, 10224 in the proton-antiproton system, and
10225 using the H2-antiproton system.
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